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Maintaining balance between challenge and skills in games is critical for enjoyment, and can be applied to accommodate
player performance as well as system performance for low accuracy input devices. Previous work has explored different
performance-accommodation mechanisms (PAMs) for balancing, but studies have focused mainly on variables not directly related to
how the PAMs lower challenge level. This paper identifies different levels of PAMs, then offers a first attempt at a coherent framework
of action-level PAMs based on how they modify the mapping from player input to output.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the main reasons players engage with video games is for the sake of enjoyment. When the challenge of a game
matches the players’ skill, they can enter a state of flowwhichmakes the experience intrinsically rewarding and increases
their engagement and immersion [9]. Flow majorly contributes to the enjoyment in video games [8, 22]. Games can keep
players in a state of flow by applying mechanisms that adjust the level of challenge to the player’s level of skill. Previous
studies have referred to these mechanisms as game balancing [31], difficulty adjustment [1, 4], skill assistance [10],
and skill-accommodation mechanisms [5]. In the literature, these mechanisms are often applied to provide an equal
challenge in the presence of differing skills of opposing players in multiplayer games [4, 5, 7, 10, 14, 20, 31], but are also
used to adjust challenge level in single-player games to keep players in flow [18, 37].
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2 Ingeborg G. Rossau et al.

The latter is perhaps especially applicable to players with impairments, which add an extra layer of challenge to the
game [14]. Similarly, for novel input devices such as motion sensors (e.g. Microsoft’s Kinect), brain-computer interfaces,
etc., the difficulty is increased due to the large amount and range of sensor inputs and the required mappings to discrete
or continuous outcomes in comparison to more constrained input methods such as joysticks, gamepads, keyboards, and
mouse [36]. To address challenges from either poor sensor inputs or low ability of users to issue desirable inputs, we
refer to this type of mechanism as ’Performance-Accommodation Mechanisms’ (PAMs) defined as: A game mechanism

to increase the player’s enjoyment by lowering the game’s challenge level to accommodate for poor performance of the

player, input device, or system.

We focus only on mechanisms intended to decrease challenge rather than increase it, as these apply to all cases
described above. For this concept we further exclude mechanisms benefiting players who perform well or extend
the same benefits to all players in a multi-player context, as we consider these ’standard’ game mechanics. An open
question for designers is how to best reduce the challenge without reducing struggling players’ gaming experience.
Previous work investigating how to aid struggling players has explored different ways of implementing PAMs, but
mainly focused on variables not directly related to challenge level, such as players’ level of awareness and agency over
the PAM [3–5, 10, 14, 31, 32]. While some studies explored different methods of lowering the challenge level [10, 31, 37],
they did not articulate the difference between the PAMs.

Game balancing is a wide fieldwith inconsistent terminology, hampering building a cohesive framework of approaches.
This paper provides a first attempt at classification of PAMs based on a literature review. We identified two scopes
of PAMs based on which level of game challenge they affect - the action-level (e.g. performing a jump), or high-level
challenges (e.g. reaching the end of the level). Focusing on the action-level, we identified five different PAMs and
formalized their differences in a model of input-output mapping.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

Baldwin et al. [3] presented a framework for classifying multiplayer dynamic difficulty adjustment (mDDA) from a
review of 180 commercial multiplayer games. They identified seven dimensions to consider when designing PAMs:
whether it is automatically applied by the system or user activated (automation), applied to an individual or a whole
team (recipient), requiring the user to perform an action (user action), activated through an action requiring skill
(skill dependency), single-/multi-use or used over time (duration), based on choices made before or during game play
(determination), and how aware the assisted player and other players are (visibility). Studies on player experience of
PAMs relied on similar variables, mainly focusing on activation, awareness, and dynamism.

Regarding activation, players preferred skill-dependent over skill-independent PAM activation [31] and user-
over system-activated PAMs in two studies [31, 32] as system-activation reduced their autonomy [32]. However,
system-activated PAMs did not reduce player enjoyment [31, 32]. Having awareness of PAMs reduced sense of autonomy
of both assisted and unassisted players’ [4]. While different PAMs balanced the gameplay between physically impaired
players assisted and non-impaired players, both players experienced lower self-esteem when aware of help from
PAMs [14]. In contrast, Depping et al. found no detrimental impact from awareness of PAMs to either assisted or
unassisted players [10]. Regardless of their awareness, assisted players were likely to attribute successes to themselves,
thus rendering adverse effects from disclosure not a concern. It is possible that the relatively subtle implementation of
PAM in Depping et al.’s study (an indicator in the upper-left corner) caused it to not have the same negative effect as in
Gerling et al’s [14] study, where the PAM (reduction of incoming arrows for assisted playersin a DDR-style rhythm
game) was much more obvious. Dynamism that automatically adjusts the amount of assistance players receive based on
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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their performance, often referred to as dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) [1, 3, 18], is common to implementations of
PAMs. Static/non-dynamic PAMs can be found in multiplayer settings where less skilled player receive a pre-determined
level of assistance [14, 31] similar to difficulty settings in commercial games, where an easier setting e.g. lowers enemies
attack power or increases the player’s health across the whole game. Player experience for both assisted and unassisted
target assistance did not differ despite static accommodation allowing the assisted player to win more often, while
adaptive accommodation resulted in more balanced outcomes [5].

While these dimensions are relevant to the design of PAMs, they do not describe how an instance of PAM affects the
players’ ability to complete challenges. There are studies which investigated players’ experience with PAMs [5, 14, 37]
which affected challenge level differently, but so far none have formalized the differences between the PAMs such that
designers and researchers can leverage them in other contexts.

3 PERFORMANCE-ACCOMMODATION MECHANISMS

We can think of game challenges on different ’levels’ in terms of what goal or outcome they contribute to. For example,
in a platformer players may face the high-level challenge of completing a level or, on an even higher level, completing
the game. On a moment-to-moment basis, players meet the per-action-level challenge of e.g. jumping across a gap,
avoiding an enemy, etc.. The success of each action ultimately depends on a single input from a player. Succeeding in
the action-level challenge will often bring players closer to completing their higher-level challenge.

Similarly, different types of PAMs can assist players on these levels. While all PAMs affect the challenge level,
high-level PAMs do not directly affect the action-level challenge, instead manipulating continuous game parameters.
This can e.g. be the number of enemies or characteristics such as spawn time, speed, etc. [28, 30]. It may also affect
the game environment, such as changing the map layout in a platformer [34]. The amount of ammunition found in
the environment in The Last of Us [24] is an example of this in a commercial games. It is inversely proportional to the
amount of ammunition the player has, accommodating for players who are struggling to aim properly. In Celeste’s [12]
assist mode, one of the variables that can be manipulated is the game speed, which allows players who struggle with
the fast-paced gameplay to slow down the movement of both the player avatar and the environment by as much as 50%.
All these examples affect the overall challenge level but have at most an indirect impact on the action-level challenges.
Whatever input the player makes (or doesn’t make), the output of the action will be the same as the ’normal’ output,
i.e. without any assistance. While the assist mode in Celeste does mean movement (e.g. a dash or a jump) triggered by
the player’s input will be slower, it ultimately has the same result. It does not change whether the input results in a
successful outcome, but instead allows players more time to figure out what the input should be in order to succeed.
Action-level PAMs directly affect how input from the player is interpreted and translated into output. Thus this type of
PAM has an effect on the difficulty of the action-level challenge. The following subsection presents a framework of
action-level PAMs based on how the input-output mapping is manipulated.

3.1 Framework of action-level PAMs

We conducted a literature review based on keywords such as ’game balancing’, ’difficulty adjustment’, ’skill assistance’
and ’video games’. Articles not describing concretely one or more action-level PAM(s) were excluded. This resulted
in 13 articles describing 29 different cases of action-level PAMs, compiled in Table 1. We classified these into five
distinct types of PAM, modelled in Figure 1 based on how they affect the mapping between input and output in terms
of successes and failures in action-level challenges. To provide additional context to these PAMs, we provide examples
of each in commercial video games, but did not attempt to systematically review that space.

Manuscript submitted to ACM



4 Ingeborg G. Rossau et al.

Augmented Mitigated Rule Input Shared
Study success failure change override control
Baldwin et al. [4] extra shield
Bateman et al. [5] sticky targets, target gravity

cursor area (+)
Cechanowicz [7] speed (+), steering

acceleration (+) (virtual car)
Depping et al. [10] outgoing incoming bullet magnetism

damage (+) damage (-)
Gerling et al. [14] score (+) on hit perfect score timing

van Huysduynen [16] autopilot
(driving sim)

Hunicke [18] extra health
when low

Jensen, Grønbæk [20] score (+) on hit perfect score timing,
target size (+)

Mulder et al. [23] steering
(driving sim)

Rakita et al. [29] steering
(robotic arm)

Rogers et al. [31] extra points no points free points (no
for goals for enemy player input)

Smeddinck et al. [4] slower fall speed,
smaller balance loss on hit

Vicencio-Moreira [37] area cursor (+), target lock target gravity
sticky targets,
bullet magnetism

Table 1. Overview of employed action-level PAMs, increases are marked (+), decreases (-)

Augmented successes create outcomes that can be considered better than what players could have achieved with
successful inputs. In this way, it can be said that they expand the output space. This is often implemented as power
ups or boosts in e.g. driving or shooting games. Depping et al. [10] implemented a damage modifier in a multiplayer
shooting game, where the damage given and taken depended on the score difference between assisted and unassisted
players; the bigger the score difference, the more damage the ’worse’ player would deal. Their study showed that the
PAM increased perceived competence, enjoyment, suspense, and more. Another example by Rogers et al. [31] explored
how various PAMs affect the enjoyment and experience of a multiplayer augmented reality (AR) table football game.
Their augmented success changed how many points a goal from assisted players would grant depending on which
half of the goal it would hit, or which half of the field the ball was shot from. These examples show that augmented
successes amplify or enhance successful inputs to have a bigger impact than normal (see Figure 1). In commercial
games, we can find this PAM in e.g. the mushroom boosts in Mario Kart 8 [26] . Other examples award permanent
bonuses through lower difficulty settings, such as bonuses to attack power in games such as Dragon Age: Origins [6] or
Horizon Zero Dawn [15] or to the effects of healing items in Dishonored [2].

Mitigated failures like augmented successes result in outputs often not attainable without the PAM, but are activated
upon failed inputs. The outputs in this PAM lie between failures and successes, lowering the penalties of failures
but not resulting in successes either. Rogers et al. [31] implemented mitigated failure in their AR table football game.
When activated, the unassisted players would score a goal against the assisted players but would not get any points.
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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Fig. 1. Five action-level PAMs illustrated in terms of how they alter player outcomes: 1) Mitigated Failure, 2) Rule Change, 3) Input
Override, 4) Shared Control and 5) Augmented Success. An input sends a signal to the system (black line), which makes an
interpretation of the signal (white triangle). It then applies a PAM to its interpretation (white box), which alters the signal, creating a
new interpretation (black triangle). In two cases, the signal is partially provided by the system itself (circular marker). The altered
interpretation becomes the system’s output.

It disregarded the assisted players’ failure to stop the ball without rewarding them by e.g. giving them points. In a
shooting game by Depping et al. [10] the assisted player took less damage when hit, making their failure less penalized
than usual. Baldwin et al. [4] gave low-performing players in a shooting game a shield. When failing to avoid a hit,
their failure was not punished by them losing health or dying. From these examples, we can see that when the output
can be described as binary (e.g. stopping the ball from hitting the goal vs. not stopping it), the failure gets nullified
(e.g. by removing the otherwise ensuing penalties). When the output is continuous (e.g. how much damage you take
when getting hit), it can nullify or reduce the consequences of failure, e.g. no damage taken due to a shield or taking
less damage. Either way, the output will fall in-between a normal success and failure, as seen in the model in Figure 1,
modifying the output space just as augmented success. Similarly to augmented success, some commercial examples of
mitigated failure are activated permanently via difficulty levels, such as lower impact of taking damage via defense
bonuses (Dragon Age: Origins [6], Kingdom Hearts 3 [33]). In Hades [35], the ’god mode’ setting also increases resistance
to incoming damage, and the resistance is further increased upon each successive death. In a dynamic multiplayer
example, Towerfall [21] awards struggling players with a shield at the beginning of a round when they have fallen
behind the leading player by a certain amount.

Rule changes apply to sub-optimal inputs, but translate them into successful outputs by changing the output space.
They change the rules such that what would previously have been failures become successes, by changing the threshold
for what can be considered a success. The output can therefore still be considered a result of the user’s input. This PAM
can be found in several contexts: Vicencio-Moreira et al. [37] implemented two aim assistance mechanisms relying on
the user missing the target (a sub-optimal input), but changing the rules so it translates to a hit (a successful output).
One is called ’area cursor’ which increases the size of the area that is hit, and the other recalculates the bullet’s travel
vector to hit the target, called bullet magnetism. The user’s initial input is still what triggers the output, but it no longer
needs to be as close to the target in order to result in a hit. Another rule change PAM (sticky targets) lowers the CD gain
when the cursor traverses targets. This increases the range of inputs that result in successful outcomes, i.e. lowering
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6 Ingeborg G. Rossau et al.

the threshold for success. Gerling et al. [14] implemented a rule change in a multiplayer rhythm game, in which the
timing for creating the optimal input was extended for assisted players, making otherwise sub-optimal inputs result in
the same outcome as optimal input. For a continuous task, lowering the threshold is simply a matter of changing a
range of what would otherwise be considered failures into successes, such as in the targeting assistance techniques
described above. This is not an option for a binary task, unless the task has a timing aspect, such as in Gerling et al.’s
dancing game. This can be seen in Figure 1, where an input is (under normal circumstances) interpreted as a failure, but
the output is a success due to the lowered threshold for succeeding. Commercial games have used this PAM similarly to
the examples implemented by Vicencio-Moreira et al., such as the aim assist in Call of Duty: Warzone [19] which uses
the sticky targets mechanism. Super Mario Odyssey [27] and The Last of Us 2 [25] contain similar versions of this PAM,
both of which can be turned on via assist/accessibility modes, where the player cannot drown due to being underwater
for too long. Here, the threshold for success (i.e. not drowning) gets lowered to a degree that renders failure impossible.

Input overrides replace failed inputs with completely system-generated success inputs. It is similar to rule change in
that it turns a failure into a success, but rather than changing the output space to accommodate for the user’s failure,
it simply takes over and ’converts’ their failure to a success. Unlike in rule change, the user has no control over the
moment when it is employed, as illustrated in Figure 1. This PAM can therefore also be applied to instances where no
input is provided, with the system providing the input instead. When input override is used, the outcome is identical to
the outcome of the input it replicates. However, the feedback may be different. By this we mean that the end result will
be the same even if how you get to that end result is not the same as you usually would. For example, Vicencio-Moreira
et al. [37] implemented input override for a targeting task, where the system would instantly lock onto the nearest
target at the press of a button. The outcome of this was the same as for normal targeting - placing the crosshairs over
the target - but the movement of the crosshair was (most likely, depending on the user’s skill level) both faster and
more even than when performed by the user. Note that for a continuous input such as in a pointing/targeting task,
this PAM essentially reduces the continuous output to a binary and a single ’correct’ success output (i.e. moving the
crosshairs in a direct line to the target). Similarly Van Huysduynen et al.’s self-driving car simulation replaced true
negative inputs with system input, reducing the possible options of ’correct’ steering to a single ’correct’ path [16]. For
some challenges the difference between input override and rule change can be subtle, and in some cases the two may
look identical from a user’s perspective. However, the two still differ in a fundamental way due to how one incorporates
player input and one doesn’t. Because of this, there is always temporal contiguity between player input and the output
in rule change. For input override, as the player’s input is discarded, output may trigger at a different time that can
reduce player agency [17]. Mario Kart 8 [26] employs this PAM in a similar fashion as Van Huysduynen et al. via the
’bullet bill’ power-up, which when activated gives the system complete control over steering the player’s car. The Last
of Us 2 [25] and Shadow of the Tomb Raider [11] both have auto-targeting options which allow the player to lock onto
enemies with one press of a button, similar to the mechanism implemented by Vicencio-Moreira et al. In a binary
example, a setting in Kingdom Hearts 3 [33] allows players to turn ’auto-block’ on, which automatically blocks enemy
attacks without user input, though only when the player is not in the middle of an attack.

Shared control PAMs bear much resemblance to automation in driving cars. The Society of Automotive Engineers
defined six levels of automation and human intervention and the attentiveness required in the driving task, ranging
from fully manual (level 0) to fully automatic (level 5, the same as input override) [16]. Between these are various levels
of split ownership between the driver and the system. This split ownership over control has been explained using the
horse-metaphor (H-metaphor): a rider can use loose rein and provide only fine-tuning, otherwise letting their horse
move autonomously, and then using tight rein to gain more control. The H-metaphor serves both as explanation and
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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narrative justification of how shared control works. Flemisch et al. [13] suggested that the concept of “[t]ight rein and

loose rein may be the extremes of a continuum rather than two exclusive states of operation.” In the context of PAMs we
refer to shared control when system input mixes with player input to lead to more desirable output than would have
resulted from player input alone. In the literature, we found this PAM in the contexts of steering in driving games
and in shooters for targeting. Bateman et al. [5] examined the effects of improving pointing through various target
assistance schemes on player performance and experience. One of the target assistance schemes was target gravity,
where the system pulled the reticle towards a target that the user was simultaneously moving towards, resulting in a
mix of system and user input. In terms of fun, target gravity was deemed inferior to other target assistance schemes due
to its interference with the users’ movement, creating a conflict. This PAM can also be found in non-game contexts, e.g.
in the novel system by Rakita et al. [29]. It used a shared control robotic arm to subtly improve the user’s movements
over time, showing and teaching them the movements to ideally perform a task. They compared the users’ movements
to a pre-defined ideal curve and created an average movement, similar to the mechanism implemented by Bateman
et al. These cases all make use of continuous input and provide continuous output. Shared control cannot exist for a
binary input/output system, as there is no ’room’ for a blended input when there are only two options. The user also
needs to perform sub-optimally, i.e. their input needs to fall within the range of ’failure’, for the shared control to have
an effect. If the user performed the movements perfectly in Rakita et al.’s experiment, then nothing would change from
the input to the output. This is modelled in Figure 1, where we can see that shared control ’moves’ a continuous failure
input to a success input by combining system and user input. In contrast to input override, the output when shared
control is applied is still influenced by the user’s input. Just as in the literature, commercial games often apply shared
control to steering tasks, such as the ’auto-steering’ option that can be applied in Mario Kart 8 [26]. This also works in
the absence of any input and could then be considered Input Override instead, as the system takes complete control.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented a classification of PAMs into high- and action-level, both of which work to decrease challenge for
struggling players. This paper makes no attempt at judging which PAMs result in a better player experience, as the
literature does not provide any definitive answers. How players perceive a PAM can differ wildly, depending on how
designs communicate it. For example, if implemented in a fast-paced shooting game, a rule change ’bullet magnetism’
PAM ( [10, 37] and a shared control ’target gravity’ PAM ( [5, 37]) may look the same to the player, even if the latter
actively moves the player-controlled reticle and the former does not. Previous work also indicated that how a PAM is
implemented with respect to dimensions such as activation, awareness and dynamism can affect player experience (see
Section 2). In regards to flow [9], the design of the PAM could lead players to feel that their skill level has increased,
rather than the challenge level having decreased. E.g. hidden PAMs could increase players’ self-esteem, making them
feel their skill is higher, while obvious PAMs can decrease it when players perceive them as the reduced challenges [14].
The narrative surrounding the PAM, i.e. how/whether it is ’explained’ in-game, could also affect player perception.
Augmented success that simply makes the damage amount increase (e.g. [6, 15]) could have a different effect from your
car gaining a visible burst speed as flames shoot out of it (e.g. [26]). To our knowledge, no studies have explored how
different PAM narratives affect player experience. The effect of PAMs on player experience may also vary depending on
the game context and the skills and capabilities of the player.

Our framework describes action-level PAMs as separate, but many implementations include more than one at the
same time, such as difficulty levels in games [6, 15, 33], in which damage output (augmented success), defense (mitigated
failure) and effects of healing items (augmented success) were all manipulated concurrently. The implementations of
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multiple PAMs simultaneously could hinder understanding their contribution to user experience, but it is also relevant
to investigate how different PAMs may complement or contrast each other. Assisted players in the study by Gerling et
al. [14] experienced increased self-esteem from both rule change and augmented success PAMs despite the fact that
the PAMs did not lead to more wins (rule change) or cause landslide wins (augmented success). While a follow-up
study combined the two PAMs and resulted in closer outcome their results did provide further insights. The differences
between the two PAMs in the first study could also have been due to the way they were implemented in this specific
study, as results indicated the amount of assistance provided was too high for augmented success and too low for rule
change, and therefore not something that can be applied in general. Future work should address how PAMs interact
with each other, both on an action- and high-level.

We identified a range of PAMs based on how they changed the mapping from input to output focusing on binary
outcomes (success and failure). However, modelling PAMs based on different criteria might bear additional insights.
Reviews of high-level PAMs and PAM implementations in commercial games would be equally relevant to expand the
field of game balancing. While our descriptive model for action-level PAMs is fairly simple and might not be able to
express all possible methods of assisting players, these design patterns provide a first stepping stone for a comprehensive
framework that will assist the research community in comparing studies and building a consistent terminology. We
hope it will be useful for game designers as a lens when choosing how to assist players.
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